We consider the time evolution of two entropy-like quantities, the holographic entanglement entropy and causal holographic information, in a model of holographic thermalization dual to the gravitational collapse of a thin planar shell. Unlike earlier calculations valid in different limits, we perform a full treatment of the dynamics of the system, varying both the shell's equation of state and initial position. In all cases considered, we find that between an early period related to the acceleration of the shell and a late epoch of saturation towards the thermal limit, the entanglement entropy exhibits universal linear growth in time in accordance with the prediction of Liu and Suh. As intermediate steps of our analysis, we explicitly construct a coordinate system continuous at the location of an infinitely thin shell and derive matching conditions for geodesics and extremal surfaces traversing this region.
Introduction. The equilibration dynamics of strongly coupled systems is an active topic of research, motivated equally by studies of the thermalization process of heavy ion collisions and quantum quenches in condensed matter systems (see e.g. [1] for a review). Approaching the problem in the cleanest setup possible -N = 4 Super YangMills (SYM) theory in the limit of large N c and 't Hooft coupling λ -it may be formulated as follows: Given various physically motivated initial conditions, how does the gravitational system evolve towards its final state involving a black hole in AdS 5 space-time? And what are the implications of this gravitational dynamics on the dual field theory side; in particular, how do different physical quantities behave during the equilibration process?
In the context of heavy ion physics, recent years have witnessed remarkable progress in the holographic description of the collision. This includes extensive work on colliding shock waves in strongly coupled N = 4 SYM theory [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] , equilibration in inhomogeneous and anisotropic systems [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] , and even studies relaxing the assumptions of infinite 't Hooft coupling [12] [13] [14] [15] and conformal invariance [16] . Typical quantities considered in these setups are expectation values of different components of the energy momentum tensor as well as two-point functions related to transport or photon production [17, 18] . So far, more complicated observables have been considered only in the simplest setups, such as the quasistatic or Vaidya limits of a gravitationally collapsing planar shell moving either arbitrarily slowly or at the speed of light, respectively (see [19] [20] [21] for more details of this model). Some progress has, however, also been made in the evaluation of Green's functions and geometric probes in a more generic out-of-equilibrium setting [22] [23] [24] .
On the condensed matter side, the very same model involving a collapsing shell has been applied to the study of spatially uniform quantum quenches, with the most relevant observables being various entropy-like quantities that provide information about the mixing of a system of finite extent with its surroundings. Examples of such calculations include computations of the time evolution of the entanglement entropy (HEE) [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] and the causal holographic information (CHI) [30, 31] , which follow a line of work initiated in [32, 33] . These calculations typically reduce to determining the area of some extremal surface, and thus represent purely geometric probes of the field theory system, only sensitive to the metric of the dual space-time. So far, they have however, too, been mostly considered only for lightlike shell trajectories.
Owing to the ubiquity of the collapsing shell model in out-of-equilibrium holography, it is clearly important to develop machinery for solving gravitational problems in this background. In particular, it would be useful to be able to proceed beyond the usual quasistatic and Vaidya limits in the determination of both geometric probes and two-point functions. This constitutes our long-term goal, towards which the paper at hand takes the first steps. Here, our plan is the following: First, we study the dynamics of shells that are described by various equations of state (EoS) and released from rest at a fixed radial coordinate r 0 . This way we can study a large class of collapsing space-times, characterized by different shell trajectories and corresponding to different initial conditions in the dual field theory. Then, we prepare for the determination of extremal surfaces by deriving matching conditions for geodesics traversing the shell, and as arXiv:1405.7015v2 [hep-th] 4 Jun 2014 a byproduct construct a coordinate system that is continuous at the location of an infinitely thin massive shell. Finally, we apply these results to the determination of two entropy-like quantities, the HEE and CHI, of which the latter has recently been argued to be equal to a coarse grained entropy [34] . The dependence of our results on the parameters of the setup is in addition examined, and the key results compared to previous calculations in the Vaidya metric.
Dynamics of the shell. We consider a space-time with a negative cosmological constant, whose only matter content is a thin massive shell with an energy momentum tensor proportional to a delta function in the radial coordinate. To this end, we assume that the metric inside (−) and outside (+) the shell takes the form
where the two functions read for the Poincaré patch of 4+1 -dimensional AdS spacetime (whose curvature radius L has been set to unity)
The r-coordinate is continuous, and the shell resides at some (time-dependent) value of it, which we shall call r s . The time coordinate, however, is not continuous, and thus there exists a non-trivial relation between the inside and outside times, t − and t + . In what follows, we furthermore work in units in which m (and thus the Schwarzschild radius of the emerging black hole r h ) has been set to unity; this means that we are measuring distances and times in the field theory in units of 1/(π T final ), where T final is the temperature of the final equilibrium state. The shell's equation of motion (EoM) is obtained using the Israel junction conditions [35] to relate the extrinsic curvatures inside and outside the shell to its energy momentum content. Due to the symmetries of the setup, there are only two independent components of the energy momentum tensor, T xx = T yy = T zz and T τ τ , where τ refers to the proper time of the shell. Ideally, the shell would be created by momentarily turning on a source term in the boundary theory [36, 37] , in which case the relation between the two components of T µν , i.e. the EoS of the shell, would be known by construction. For the purposes of our calculation, we will instead simply assume a linear relation between the pressure and energy density of the system, p = c , allowing us to solve the form of the energy momentum tensor as T τ τ ∼ r −3(1+c) . A straightforward calculation now gives as the EoM of the shell where t s denotes the coordinate time of the shell. The dot on the other hand stands for a derivative with respect to the proper time τ of the shell, while M is an integration constant related to its energy density. In fig. 1 and the text below, we summarize the main features of the solutions to these equations, while a more detailed analysis, including the case of multiple collapsing shells, will be presented in a later publication.
If the EoS parameter c is within the range −1 ≤ c < 1/3, it is easy to see from eq. (3) that there exists a maximal value of r s , where the shell can reside. We denote this quantity by r 0 and call it the turning point of the shell: This can be considered as the location where the shell is released from rest. If its value is taken to infinity (towards the boundary) by tuning M while keeping the mass of the final black hole fixed, the shell trajectory approaches a null geodesic near the boundary. In the interval considered here, this happens irrespective of the value of the EoS parameter c, and reduces the space-time to the Vaidya limit.
Close to the conformal value c = 1/3, in which the trace of the shell's energy momentum tensor vanishes, the near boundary behavior of the trajectory changes qualitatively: In this limit, the shell can either turn around at r s = r 0 or escape to the boundary. Solving the EoM (3) in the limit of a large r 0 , one finds
which tells us that the time scale that it takes the shell to move an order one distance is t ∼ √ r 0 . Thus, the time it takes for a shell with c = 1/3 to collapse from r = r 0 becomes arbitrarily long as r 0 → ∞. For the late time behavior of the trajectories, we find universal behavior as a function of t + , Here, the shaded grey region denotes the part of the space-time described by AdS-Schwarzschild metric, while the black dot marks the time and radial location, at which the shell is released from rest.
which can be recognized as a null geodesic. Thus, from the point of view of a static observer outside the shell, the shell appears to approach the speed of light near the horizon independent of the value of c. While it takes an infinite amount of outside coordinate time t + for the shell to reach its Schwarzschild radius r h = 1, the corresponding values of the interior and proper times, t − and τ , are finite. An important point for our following analysis is that there always exists a finite value of t + , denoted t lr , after which no null geodesic starting from the boundary will reach the shell. The last light ray to reach the shell above the horizon is visualized as the dotted line in the Penrose diagram of fig. 2. Fig. 3 on the other hand displays the dependence of this parameter on both r 0 and c, exhibiting a divergent behavior in the limit r 0 → ∞ and c = 1/3 as discussed above.
Continuity conditions across the shell. In order to study various entropy-like quantities (and eventually other observables), we would like to know how geodesics and other objects behave in the space-time containing a collapsing thin shell. On either side of this object, the problem reduces to one in pure AdS or AdSSchwarzschild space-time, but in addition we need to know how geodesics and extremal surfaces can be continued past the shell, i.e. how they refract at this location.
What makes the matching of objects across the shell nontrivial is that both our time coordinate and metric are discontinuous there. This is, however, only an artefact of our choice of coordinates. In fact, one can explicitly construct a coordinate system, in which all components of the metric are continuous. In this coordinate system, all quantities whose EoMs do not involve derivatives of the metric higher than first order -geodesics, surfaces, fields, etc. -are automatically continuous along with their first derivatives.
To construct the continuous coordinate system, we clearly need to replace t and r by new coordinates. To this end, we first determine the proper distance of a given point to the shell along a geodesic normal to it by solving the equations
where n is a normal vector of the shell, and then take the parameter λ as our new radial coordinate. As our time coordinate, we on the other hand choose the proper time of the shell τ along the above geodesic. That is, given a point in the (t, r)-coordinates, we find the corresponding values of τ and λ by determining the spacelike geodesic that is normal to the shell and intersects this point; λ is then the proper distance along this geodesic, and τ the proper time of the shell at its intersection point with the geodesic. Applying the above coordinate transformation, our metric obtains the form
where the function
is manifestly continuous at the shell. Here, r denotes the inverted function r = r(λ, τ ), while f refers to f + outside the shell (λ > 0) and to f − inside it (λ < 0). At the location of the shell, we in particular have G(0, τ ) = 1.
In practical applications, we often wish to work in the original (t, r) coordinates, and thus need to be able to phrase matching conditions in terms of them. Assuming that the object in question is parametrized by a coordinate x that is continuous at the shell, we obtain
where we have defined β ± ≡ f ± +ṙ 2 s , and it is understood that all terms are evaluated at the location of the shell.
The entropies. To probe equilibration in the dual field theory, we use two observables for which the machinery developed above turns out to be highly useful. We divide the system to a subsystem A and its exterior, and quantify the stage of thermalization by studying the time evolution of the density matrix of the subsystem towards its maximally mixed thermal limit. In principle, such a calculation can be performed in several ways, but the most convenient approach for holographic applications turns out to be via the von Neumann -or entanglement -entropy
where ρ A is the density matrix of A. The holographic dual of this quantity (HEE) is given by the extremal surface prescription [32, 33] as
where A ext denotes the area of an extremal surface ending at the boundary of A. The second quantity we consider is the causal holographic information (CHI)
where A causal denotes the area of the Rindler horizon of a causal diamond on the boundary, centered at a constant time slice. The field theory interpretation of this quantity is not yet settled. A particularly intriguing suggestion was made in [34] , where it was conjectured that χ might be dual to a particular coarse grained entropy, the entropy of a maximally mixed state, in which the values of all one-point functions of local gauge invariant operators are fixed. The HEE is obtained by solving the Euler-Lagrange equations derived from the extremization of the area functional
in which the subsystem A is typically taken to have the shape of either a sphere or an infinite strip. Extremal surfaces in AdS and AdS-Schwarzschild space-times have been studied before (see e.g. [30] [31] [32] ), and the only subtleties in our case are related to the presence of the collapsing shell, i.e. the matching conditions of the extremal surface at this time-dependent location. Below, we proceed by first solving the shell EoM numerically, and then finding the extremal surface. As we start the shell off at some finite r = r 0 , it is expected that sufficiently small spatial regions have a thermal value of the HEE right from the beginning. In the following, we will thus consider the more interesting situation of larger regions, in which the HEE starts from a non-thermal value and the extremal surface passes through the shell. In these cases, we find that at early times the behavior of the HEE is consistent with the form similar to the Vaidya result except for the nonzero offset S(0). For the case of a strip region, a simple analytic calculation gives in the limit of a large boundary region
where A ∂A denotes the surface area of the boundary strip and a = d 2 rs dτ 2 | t=0 the initial acceleration of the shell. For the case of a spherical region, our numerical results suggest the identification
where A ∂A is now understood as the area of the boundary sphere. These results are shown in figs. 4-6, where the subscript 'ren' stands for the fact that we have normalized the quantity by subtracting from it its final equilibrium value and then divided the remainder by A ∂A /4G N . Also, we should note that by 'early times' we mean here t 1/ √ −a. At later times, we find that the HEE exhibits linear growth for both boundary regions, taking the form
where v E = √ 2/3 3/4 ≈ 0.6204 and s eq = 1/(4G N ) stands for the entropy density of the final equilibrium state. This is exactly what was found in the Vaidya case [28] , and constitutes one of our main results. The reason for the behavior is simple: In the case of large boundary regions, the intermediate time behavior of the HEE is known to be dominated by a critical extremal surface that goes through the shell and inside the black hole (apparent) horizon [28, 38] . Most of the area of the surface arises from the region inside the horizon. The only difference between our setup and that of [28] is that the trajectory of our shell is not lightlike and the matching conditions are somewhat different; this, however, turns out to be unimportant in the regime of linear growth. In the strip region example of fig. 4 , we indeed observe the emergence of a long linear part with a slope well approximated by eq. (18) . The late time behavior of the quantity is also found to be consistent with the Vaidya results, and it seems likely that the corresponding analysis by Liu and Suh could be generalized to our case. We have, however, not investigated this issue.
Finally, we note that for the HEE the thermalization time is seen to depend on both the shape of the boundary region and the trajectory of the shell. For large boundary regions, we can derive an approximative relation
where t lr is the boundary time of the last ray defined above and depends only on the shell trajectory. The coefficient α on the other hand carries dependence on the shape of the boundary region, but is otherwise universal: For a strip, one gets α = 1/(2v E ), and for a sphere α = 3/2. Next, we move on to consider the CHI. It is obtained from the Rindler horizon of a boundary causal diamond, which is constructed by considering null geodesics in the space-time and finding the maximal bulk region that is in causal contact with the boundary causal diamond of size R centered at time t. The CHI is then given by the minimal surface area of this region. Null geodesics in AdS and AdS-Schwarzschild space-time have been considered in several earlier works (see e.g. [30, 31] ), and once again the only complications in our case originate from the matching conditions and the specific trajectory of the shell. In the following, we briefly summarize our numerical results for this quantity.
In Vaidya space-time, the CHI relaxes to a constant thermal value at the time t = R, when the past tip of the boundary causal diamond passes the time t = 0, at which the shell is released. This happens because the shell follows a null trajectory, which is no longer the case in our calculation; thus, for us the CHI turns out to have non-trivial time dependence even after t = R, which is what we focus on in figs. 7 and 8. From these figures, we observe that the quantity monotonically increases in time and equilibrates qualitatively very similarly to the HEE.
The thermalization pattern of the CHI can be easily understood. Since any light ray sent after the time t lr will catch the shell only behind its event horizon, the CHI thermalizes when the past tip of the boundary causal diamond passes t = t lr . Thus, at large R the thermalization time of the CHI is given by the simple formula
Conclusions. In the paper at hand, we have studied the equilibration dynamics of a strongly coupled quantum field theory in a specific holographic setup dual to a thin shell of matter starting from rest at a given radial coordinate in the AdS 5 bulk and collapsing along a timelike trajectory to form a black hole. In our calculation, we concentrated on the dynamics of shells with different equations of state and the matching conditions of various objects at their location, applying the results to the evaluation of two entropy-like quantities in this dynamical background.
In many ways, our calculation can be viewed as a continuation and generalization of the earlier works of [24, 28] (see also [39, 40] for further generalizations of [28] ). While ref. [28] considered lightlike shells, our shells are timelike and released from rest at a finite radial location. This allows us to study a broader class of collapsing spacetimes, from which we can obtain the Vaidya results as a limiting case, valid at late times for generic shell trajectories. Typically, we found the equilibration process to proceed at a somewhat slower pace than in the Vaidya case, with the difference being the most pronounced for a conformal shell. At early times, we furthermore found the quadratic time dependence of the HEE to be sensitive to the trajectory of the shell, and in fact proportional to its initial acceleration. This is in stark contrast to the Vaidya limit, where the early time increase of the HEE is known to be universal and depend only on the energy density of the non-equilibrium state and the area of the boundary entangling surface.
Our paper is not the first one to study the gravitational collapse of shells with timelike trajectories; this question was already addressed in [24] . We were, however, the first ones to work out the matching conditions of geodesics and other objects at the position of the shell, allowing us to obtain more analytic control over the time-evolution of a class of physical observables. For example, we were able to analytically determine the early time dynamics of the HEE, explaining some of the numerical findings of [24] , and to find a linear regime in the time evolution of the HEE, as proposed by [28] . Finally, we expanded the study of [24] to different shapes of the boundary entangling region and to the thermalization of the CHI, and furthermore presented a systematic study of the effects of the initial position of the shell on the results.
The work we have reported in this paper marks only one modest step towards a more complete understanding of the equilibration dynamics taking place in strongly coupled field theory. In particular, while we have successfully generalized previous works on the collapsing shell scenario to include different initial states and shell equations of state, we have barely touched upon the field theoretical interpretation of these choices. This marks one of the main questions we are planning to address in a later publication that will in addition contain a much more detailed account of the calculations presented in this paper.
